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Abstract
In language modeling, it is difficult to incorporate entity re-
lationships from a knowledge-base. One solution is to use a
reranker trained with global features, in which global features
are derived from n-best lists. However, training such a reranker
requires manually annotated n-best lists, which is expensive to
obtain. We propose a method based on the contrastive estima-
tion method that alleviates the need for such data. Experiments
in the music domain demonstrate that global features, as well as
features extracted from an external knowledge-base, can be in-
corporated into our reranker. Our final model, a simple ensem-
ble of a language model and reranker, achieves a 0.44% absolute
word error rate improvement over an LSTM language model on
the blind test data.

1. Introduction
Voice assistant systems rely heavily on complex language mod-
els. These language models are used as a second-pass rerank-
ing step for hypotheses generated by a first-pass speech rec-
ognizer [1, 2, 3, 4]. While a significant fraction of queries in
voice assistant systems relate to entities in the real world (such
as names of places, products, arts, people, etc.), language mod-
els do not explicitly model them. The problem of recognizing
entities becomes more critical when some entities are not ade-
quately represented in the training data. For example, Figure 1
shows two possible outputs from a first-pass speech recognition
system. The correct output is about playing a song by a spe-
cific singer. The singer and the song have not been seen in the
training data together, but by incorporating the cross-entity re-
lationship from a relevant knowledge-base, we can capture the
correct output of the speech recognition system.

Unlike previous work [5, 6] that have considered model-
ing entities directly in a language model, this paper proposes
a dynamic reranking approach without the need for any tran-
scribed training data. Our model makes use of raw text and a
knowledge-base consisting of entities in the world. In order to
train a reranker, we create artificial n-best lists for each training
sentence. This enables us to train a reranking model on the arti-
ficial n-best list. We use the contrastive estimation method [7]1

to maximize the likelihood of each sentence in the training data
in contrast to artificial sentences in the n-best list. One main
strength of our method is that we are not bound to local word-
based features anymore, thereby facilitating the possibility of
embedding global features such as phrase-based interactions be-
tween entities (such as the “played-by” relationship in Figure 1).

This paper considers using language modeling as a global
reranking approach in which the reranker makes use of many
features including the bidirectional LSTM-based representa-
tions of sentences, n-gram language model probability, cross-

1This method is different from the noise contrastive estimation
method [8].

play kariamu alive by sufjan stevens

play carrie and lowell live by sufjan stevens

played-by

Figure 1: An example of two possible outputs by the speech
recognition system. The LSTM-based language model predicts
the first option while our model prefers the correct output.

entity relationships and frequency of entities in the knowledge-
base. In other words, we maximize the probability of the whole
sentence given its artificial negative examples. By employing
this approach, we are able to improve the word error rate of
our in-house speech recognition system by 0.44 % absolute dif-
ference. This reduction is in particular very interesting to us,
because we only target one aspect of the language modeling
problem.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as fol-
lowing:

• Designing a reranker, based on global features, to incor-
porate entities in the language model.

• Proposing an effective approach for generating artificial
n-best lists for training a reranker. By applying this idea,
we do not need to have transcribed training data.

• Introducing features from a knowledge-base and show-
ing their effectiveness in the performance of our speech
recognition system.

The remainder of this paper is as following: §2 briefly de-
scribes the background on language modeling. §3 describes our
approach and §4 shows the experimental results. Finally, we
conclude in §5.

2. Background
A recurrent language model uses a recurrent function
RNN and derives the intermediate representation hi =
RNN(hi−1; θ) ∈ RH for every word xi in sentence X . θ
is a set of parameters in the recurrent model.

p(X; θ) =
n∏

i=1

p(xi|hi−1; θ) =
n∏

i=1

σxi(Whi−1 + b) (1)

In Eq. 1, σ is the softmax function. W ∈ RV×H and b ∈ RV
are the output layer and bias term, and V is the vocabulary size.

Recent studies [3, 9, 10] have shown that recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN) language models perform significantly bet-
ter than n-gram language models. Long short-term memories
(LSTM) [11] are the most popular RNN functions used in the
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jim dandy’s near me noblesville indiana

gym dandies near me noblesville indiana

jim dandys near me noblesville indiana

jim dandes near me noblesville indiana

jim dandies near me noblesville indiana

Figure 2: An example of a correct sentence on top and its im-
plicit negative examples. The words highlighted in red are ran-
domly replaced based on their phonetic similarity.

language modeling problem. Besides all the benefits in using
recurrent models, they can only compute sentence probabilities
in word space; this is an important problem especially for multi-
word entities.

Representing entities in language models has been consid-
ered in previous work. For example, entities are modeled by
[5, 12] as additional information in an ngram language model.
Ahn et al. [6] uses a fact-based model to incorporate informa-
tion available in a knowledge base. In contrast to their word-
based model, our model can capture global information beyond
words. Ji et al. [13] uses a dynamic model to incorporate mul-
tiple entities while processing the data. Their model achieves a
slight improvement in perplexity, but it is not clear if their model
can improve the error rate on big datasets. The recent work by
Biadsy et al. [4] shows the effectiveness of log-linear models
with global features using transcribed data. We instead use the
contrastive estimation method [7] to maximize the probability
of a correct sentence given its implicit negative examples. This
enables us to use global features in our model, as well as word-
based features, without using any transcribed data.

3. Approach
This section describes our approach based on the contrastive
estimation method [7]. We list the features and describe the
neural network architecture that we use in our model.

3.1. Data Assumption

We assume availability of the following sources for training the
entity-aware language model:

Raw text: A large amount of raw text X =
{x(1), . . . , x(m)} where x(j) is the jth sentence in the dataset.
Each sentence x(j) consists of lj words: {x(j)1 , · · · , x(j)lj }. In
this paper, we train our model on music queries. These queries
are usually about asking a voice system to play or download
some particular music.

Knowledge-base: A database K = {k1, · · · , kn} such
that each entry kj in the knowledge-base consists of m fields
kj = {kj1, · · · , kjm}. In this paper, we use a knowledge-base
that consists of music information. We use three fields: artist
name, song title, and the frequency of usage of the song in our
in-house application.

3.2. Contrastive Estimation

Contrastive estimation [7] requires creation of implicit negative
examples for each training sample. This is done by injecting
artificial noise to the correct example. Therefore, for every sen-
tence x(j) ∈ X in the training data, we approximate its proba-

bility with respect to the negative examplesN (x(j)) and model
parameter θ.

P (x(j); θ) ≈ P (x(j)|N (x(j)); θ)

=
eu(x

(j);θ)

∑
x′∈{N (x(j))∪x(j)}

eu(x′;θ)
(2)

where u(x(j); θ) is the scoring function of the sentence x(j)

given the model parameter θ. The objective function for the
training data X is the following:

L(X ; θ) = −
m∑

j=1

logP (x(j); θ) + λ ‖θ‖2 (3)

where λ is a constant coefficient for L2 regularization.

3.2.1. Creating Negative Examples

The definition of the negative example function depends on the
task. Since we target outputs from a voice system, our obser-
vation shows that most of the real errors come from a confu-
sion by the model between two phonetically similar words or
phrases. We use a simple phonetic similarity function to ran-
domly pick words in a training sentence and replace them with
one of their phonetically similar words. We rerank the nega-
tive samples based on their n-gram language model probability
and pick the five highest scoring ones. This is mainly because
the real n-best lists usually consist of relatively fluent sentences
while so many of the negative samples are not fluent sentences.
By applying this reranking step, we avoid totally irrelevant neg-
ative samples. Figure 2 shows a real example of the negative
examples created by our method.

3.2.2. Comparison to Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE)

Noise contrastive estimation [8] is a popular method in language
modeling. In this method, the probability of a word is maxi-
mized given its negative samples. The negative samples come
from a probability distribution aside from the current model.
Then the method is defined as a binary classification problem in
which the label for the correct word is one and for the negative
examples is zero. NCE has interesting properties such as being
self-normalized. One challenge in NCE is that one should be
able to define a well-formed probability distribution for nega-
tive examples. This is very straightforward for word-level lan-
guage modeling; for example, we can define the noise distribu-
tion as the categorical distribution derived from the word counts
in the training data. In our case, we are interested in changing
more than one word in a sentence to create negative examples.
That makes it hard for us to define a well-formed probability
distribution for negative examples. On the other hand, although
contrastive estimation is not as principled as NCE, we do not
have a strict limitation on defining the negative examples using
contrastive estimation.

3.3. Features

For a sentence x with l words, the following features are used:

• Recurrent representation: We use a bidirectional
LSTM (BiLSTM) β to compute the sentence-level rep-
resentation for each sentence. In other words, we have
two independent LSTMs, one for the forward pass that
sweeps a sentence from left to right and the other for the
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backward pass that does a reverse sweep of the sentence.
The forward and backward LSTMs give the following
outputs:

[E[x1], . . . , E[xl]]
f−LSTM−−−−−−→ [hf1 , · · · , hfl ]

[E[xl], · · · , E[x1]]
b−LSTM−−−−−−→ [hbl , · · · , hb1]

(4)

where E[xi] is the word embedding vector for word xi.
We use the concatenation of the final representations as
the recurrent representation of the sentence. The LSTM
parameters are updated during training with backpropa-
gation:

φrnn(x;β,E) = [hfl ;h
b
1] (5)

• N-gram LM probability: This score is fixed during
training:

φngram(x; θngram) = − logP (x; θngram) (6)

The ngram language model feature is obtained with 10-
way jack-knifing in order to avoid overfitting to the train-
ing data.

• Phrase pair co-occurrence: For every pair of non-
overlapping phrases in sentence x, we count the number
of entries in the knowledge-base that has the first sub-
phrase as an artist and the second as a song name (or vice
versa). Finally, we quantize this value into a bin of size
10 (based on the maximum possible co-occurrence count
in the knowledge-base) and embed that to a embedding
dictionary γ ∈ R10×dm . Thus the cross-entity phrase
co-occurrence feature φco(x; γ,K) is a dm-dimensional
vector.

• Subsentence knowledge-base frequency: We compute
the sum of frequency field of each phrase in a sentence x
for the artist and song fields.

f1(x;K) = log
l∑

i=1

l∑

j=i

freqKartistx[i : j]

f2(x;K) = log
l∑

i=1

l∑

j=i

freqKsongx[i : j]

(7)

We quantize these values into the integer range [0, 100)
and represent them as embedding vectors µ, ν ∈
R100×dcf :

c1f (x;K) =
⌊
min(50× fartist(x), 99)

⌋

c2f (x;K) = bmin(50× fsong(x), 99)c
(8)

The final features are φ1(x;µ,K) and φ2(x; ν,K) as two
df dimensional vectors.

• Cross-entity and Intra-entity word-based mutual in-
formation: We observed that many phrasal entities have
different forms (such as using abbreviations for first
names). Therefore, it can be useful to incorporate word-
level features for words in entities. This is done by enu-
merating the mutual information between words across

Ngram LM

Knowledge
Base

BiLSTM

S = [ w0 , w1 , … wT ]

PMI (words)

Sub-phrase
Frequency

Sub-phrase
Co-occurrene

ReLU + Linear

Interpolation

Figure 3: A graphical depiction of the scoring function for the
reranker model. Here, we assume that the knowledge base and
the ngram model θngram is already given to us, and the model
will learn the embedding and dense parameters using the neg-
ative examples during training. The parameters E, γ, ν, µ, η, κ
are embedding parameters, β is the set of BiLSTM parameters;
and H and ω are dense layers. The scores from the ngram
model is interpolated with the final score from the deep model.
In training, there is a softmax layer on top that defines the con-
trastive estimation loss with respect to the correct output in con-
trast to the negative examples in the n-best list.

the artist and song fields. We use the average of normal-
ized pointwise mutual information [14] between words.

in(x;K) =
∑l−1
i=1

∑l
j=i+1− log

pK(xi,xj)

pK(xi)pK(xj)
/ log pK(xi, xj)

l · (l − 1)/2
(9)

where the probabilities pK are calculated based on the
frequency information in the knowledge-base. We scale
the value in(x, k) to be in [0, 1] and then quantize it into
100 bins:

fin(x;K) =
⌊
100 · in(x) + 1

2

⌋
(10)

Finally, we embed this to an embedding parameter η ∈
R100×dxp . φxp(x; η,K) ∈ Rdxp is the embedding fea-
ture for representing the cross-entity word-based mutual
information. Similarly, we use an embedding dictionary
κ ∈ R100×dip and φip(x;κ,K) ∈ Rdip for the fea-
ture representing intra-entity word-based mutual infor-
mation.

3.4. Network Architecture

All the features, except the ngram probability, are concatenated
as φ(x; θ,K) and fed to a hidden layer with a rectified linear
unit (RELU) [15] activation. The output from the hidden layer
is multiplied by a vector ω:
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s(x; θ,K) = ωT relu(HTφ(x; θ,K)) (11)
Finally, we use a linear interpolation between h(x, θ) and

the n-gram feature φngram(x; θ). All parameters in this model,
except the ngram probabilities, are tuned during backpropaga-
tion:

u(x; θ,K, θngram) = α1 ·s(x; θ,K)+α2 ·φngram(x; θngram)
(12)

where during training, we use the parameter u in the above
equation (Eq. 12) to calculate the approximate probability of
x with respect to negative examples as in Eq. 2.

Figure 3 shows a graphical depiction of the network struc-
ture.

4. Experiments
4.1. Data and Setting

Our pipeline uses a domain classifier to classify queries in a
query stream. We select queries tagged as belonging to the mu-
sic domain. We mapped words with frequency less than one in
the training data to the unknown symbol. Our heldout data is
a small set of transcribed queries (3941 sentences) from a mo-
bile phone application and our blind test set is from a distant
microphone with relatively poor quality speech signals (4970
sentences). Both the heldout and test data have five hypotheses
per sentence. The knowledge-base consists of 13 million en-
tries. For each entry, we select the title of the song, artist name,
and the frequency of requests. The training data has 5.2 mil-
lion sentences consisting of 24 million words. The vocabulary
size after converting infrequent words to the unknown symbol
is 129935.

4.2. Negative examples

We first train the KenLM ngram language model [16] with 10-
way jackknifing on the training data. We sample 30 random
negative examples for each sentence in the training data and
use the probabilities from the language model to get the 5 best
examples. Our observation shows that the quality of some of the
negative examples are still not promising. Therefore, we just
kept the top one million training examples where the average
ngram probability of their negative examples are highest. We
train the same ngram model on the training data to calculate
probabilities on the heldout and test data.

4.3. LSTM language model and reranker

Since our reranker just uses a portion of the training data, we
might lose some performance from having a smaller training
data. Therefore, the final score of each sentence in decoding
is summed with the score from an LSTM model trained on the
whole training data. To train the standard language model with
LSTM, we use noise contrastive estimation [8] with 100 fixed
samples per each minibatch of 64 sentences to train our model.
The bias term is initialized as − logN where N is the vocab-
ulary size. We use L2-regularization with coefficient 10−6.
Stochastic gradient descent with momentum [17] and learning
rate of 1.0 with momentum 0.9 and decay 0.5 is used to train the
model parameters. We apply dropout [18] with probability 0.2
in training. Word embedding vectors are initialized randomly
with dimension 200 and the LSTM dimension is 1000.

We use a similar LSTM model in both directions inside the
reranker but with a smaller dimension for the LSTM represen-
tation (500). Early stopping is applied based on word error rate

Model heldout Test
First-pass (no reranker) 11.52 12.52
Ngram LM 11.17 11.56
LSTM LM 10.16 11.56
Reranker 10.03 11.35
Reranker + LSTM 9.82 11.12
Oracle 6.55 7.32

Table 1: Experimental results based on word error rate (WER)
on the heldout and test data. First-pass shows the model accu-
racy by just applying the first-pass language model from the
speech recognition system. The other rows show the effect
of interpolating it with different types of language models or
reranker. Oracle shows the WER when we pick the sentence
in the n-best list with the lowest WER with respect to the gold-
standard output.

improvement on the heldout data. We use dimension of 50 for
df , dxp and dip and 10 for dm. We use the Dynet library [19]
for implementing all of our models.

4.4. Results

Table 1 shows the experimental results on the heldout and test
data. As shown in the table, the reranker, with only one-fifth of
the real training data, perform better than both the LSTM and
ngram language models. When the reranker is merged with the
LSTM language model, the performance improves further. We
believe that is due to the bigger size of the training data for the
LSTM model. The final ensemble result achieves an absolute
0.44% improvement compared to the LSTM language model
on the test data. Another observation is that LSTM LM is more
effective than ngram LM for reranking on the heldout set but not
on the test set (rows 2 and 3 in Table 1). A possible explanation
of this result is the difference in quality of the n-best hypotheses
between heldout and test sets. Recall that the speech for heldout
set is collected from mobile phones whereas the test set data is
collected from a distant device.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown an effective method to encode real-
world entities into a language model. We designed a simple but
effective approach to create artificial n-best lists, thus obviating
the need for annotated data. Our experiments show an improve-
ment on the heldout and test datasets. One interesting direction
to pursue is to incorporate a small amount of transcribed data
and use our approach on a combined set of transcribed dataset
and artificial training data. There are certain challenges facing
this approach when dealing with a mixture of real n-best lists
and artificial n-best lists such as deciding about the proportion
of real n-best lists compared to the artificial ones. Future work
should consider studying this problem.
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